The Luddites

The Luddites emerged in the 1810s in Nottingham, England. During the early years of the Industrial Revolution, the Luddites fought against unemployment caused by mechanization. Their mythical leader was Ned Ludd, also known as King Ned or King Ludd.

Unscramble the words to complete this contemporary Luddite song.

And night by IGTNH when all is LTSIL

And the OMON is hid behind the LIHL,

We AOWFRRD march to do our LLWI

With ACHHTTE, pike, and NUG!

Oh, the RREOCPP lads for me,

The TAANLLG lads for me,

Who with lusty EOTSRK

The shear frames BOERK,

The cropper SALD for me!

Find the following terms in the puzzle below.

cropper
frames
labor
Luddites
machinery
means of production
mechanization
Ned Ludd
textile workers
unemployment
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